Strain Requests

Most of our strains (including knockout collections, Noble et al. 2010 and Homann et al. 2009) are available through the Fungal Genetics Stock Center ([http://www.fgsc.net/candida/FGSCcandidaresources.htm](http://www.fgsc.net/candida/FGSCcandidaresources.htm) [1]). If you cannot find a published strain in the FGSC database, please fill out the following form to request desired strains. Additional information on lab derived strains can be found here [2].

Shipment may take several weeks to occur following request.

* Indicates mandatory field.

Full Name *
E-mail *
Address Line 1 *
Address Line 2
City *
State/Province *
Country *
Zip/Postal code *
Strain requests *
Please include published strain names for requests.

Fedex Account number
Unless otherwise indicated, our lab will send strains via USPS, which could take up to a week. If you would like faster shipping (overnight), please indicate by providing a Fedex Account number.

Source URL: https://noblelab.ucsf.edu/content/strain-requests
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